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The Measure
of Our Ambition
As a company that is deeply passionate about the
transformative power of data, we know that we can’t change
what we can’t measure. So, in keeping with our Data-toEverything™ philosophy, we are delighted to announce our
first in-depth Diversity & Inclusion Annual Report, which
shines a light on Splunk’s diversity and Million Data Points
culture of inclusion.
To understand why cultivating a diverse workplace is critical
to success, we are looking at the numbers. Data consistently
shows that organizations with diverse workforces perform
better. A diverse workforce incorporates a wide variety of
perspectives, experiences and ideas, fueling innovation,
attracting top talent and leading to stronger business outcomes.
Creating a diverse and inclusive company is not only the right
thing to do, it makes good business sense.
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In our first Diversity & Inclusion Annual Report, we use our
own data to identify and assess what we have achieved and
understand what we need to do to increase our diversity in
the workplace.
In 2019, we saw encouraging trends that we hope to continue
in the future. Globally, the hiring and representation of
women increased year-over-year, especially in leadership and
management roles.
Equally encouraging in 2019, we saw an overall year-over-year rise
in U.S. hiring and workforce representation for African American/
Black and multiracial underrepresented groups. We also saw
increases in hiring and representation for leadership
and management roles.
Yet we need to retain the representation of all underrepresented
groups — particularly African American/Black, Latinx and
women within these groups and across all leadership and
management roles.
In this report, we analyze our progress around diversity and
inclusion through a framework of our three pillars: growing an
increasingly diverse workforce, supporting and nurturing a
culture of inclusion in the workplace, and driving positive change
in the marketplace.

Workforce: The rapid addition of new employees through
organic (e.g., recruitment and hiring) and inorganic (e.g.,
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acquisitions) growth brought Splunk’s total employee population
from more than 4,400 at the end of 2018 to more than 5,800 at
the end of 2019.
In light of this rapid population growth, we take a hard look at
representation data around gender globally, and we focus on
gender and underrepresented groups in the United States. In
2019, our report includes hiring and workforce representation
data from gender and underrepresented groups. We’ve also
expanded our review for the first time to include intersectional
race and gender data for hiring and representation in the
United States.

Workplace: Each Splunker has their own unique data points,
allowing them to bring their true selves to work. Splunk’s
internal employee resource groups (ERGs) help sustain a
strong workplace culture of diversity and inclusion by providing
community and a sense of belonging for underrepresented
groups and their respective allies. The number of ERGs has
increased over the last year — we are extremely proud to have
grown from six to nine ERGs that support and celebrate Splunkers
from a myriad of diverse backgrounds, cultures and experiences.
Altogether, our ERG ecosystem includes Black Employees and
Mentors (BEAMs), Somos (Latinx), Womxn+ (employees who
identify as women, transgender or nonbinary), Pilipinx, Pride,
Veterans, Natives, Disabled=*True, and Neurodiversity.
As part of acknowledging our Splunkers’ Million Data Points, we
also strive to support their roles outside of work. To that end, we
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have gone beyond many of our industry peers in the United States
with progressive family leave and planning programs — including
generous programs that provide up to 20 weeks paid leave
for new parents, as well as comprehensive fertility and family
forming benefits.

Marketplace: In 2019, our D&I efforts caught the attention
of the wider business community. We were truly delighted
when Splunk was honored with placement on Fortune’s
“Best Workplaces for Women,” “Best Workplaces for Parents,”
“Best Workplaces for Millennials” and “Best Workplaces
for Diversity.”
D&I is a complex, multifaceted mission, and we recognize that we
can’t move the needle alone. In addition to continually improving
inclusion and diversity in our own culture, we want to drive
positive change that moves our communities, industry and the
world forward. To accomplish this, our D&I strategy incorporates
our customers, suppliers and business partners in our efforts.
This industry-wide outreach was prominent at .conf19, our
premier customer and partner conference, where we featured a
D&I booth on the show floor and hosted 13 D&I-related sessions
that covered topics such as women in leadership, inspiring African
American youth in STEM, and how organizations can become
more accessible for deaf and hard-of-hearing employees. We
believe that Splunk is uniquely positioned to be a force for good.
Acting together, we can shift workplace D&I in ways that will truly
bring about the change we seek in the world.
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Splunk by
the Numbers
Sharing our workforce data is one small part of the
ongoing evolution of diversity and inclusion here at
Splunk. As a company that believes in bringing data
to everything, we know that publishing our data will
help hold us accountable for measurable progress
while allowing us to see where we need to do
better. We hope that our own transparency will set
a precedent that elicits further accountability in
the industry and beyond for D&I.
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Splunkers Work From Across the Globe
40%
27%
33%
San Francisco
Bay Area HQ
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Local office

Home office
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Hiring
Overall, the percentage of women and employees in
underrepresented groups hired in 2019 rose, an indication
of progress in our diversity efforts. We hire the most
qualified candidates, and increasing the diversity of our
candidate pool has resulted in more diverse hiring. In
particular, we’ve made significant progress with both of
these groups in leadership and management positions.

Women: We’re continuing to increase gender balance
and are making notable strides in our global efforts to
recruit women. Of total hires in 2019, 28.8% identified as
women. Following both organic and inorganic growth, the
percentage of women hired was down slightly year-overyear (28.8% from 29.8%). Women hired for leadership
positions increased significantly to 28.6% in 2019 up from
24.4% in 2018. The percentage of women hired for people
manager positions is also on the rise, increasing to 23.9%
in 2019, up from 20.7% in 2018.

Underrepresented groups: We are also

groups increased, the percentage of hires
who are Latinx and/or Native American
and Pacific Islander was reduced slightly,
following our rapid organic and
inorganic growth.
We’re pleased that the number of African
American/Black new hires increased in
2019 to 5.1% compared to 3.5% in 2018.
In leadership roles, African American/
Black employees represented 4.8% of
Splunk hires in 2019, and 2.9% of new
hires in people-management positions,
representing an increase from the
previous year in both of those areas.
That said, we still have work to do.
The hiring rate of Latinx employees fell
slightly to 4.8% in 2019, down from
4.9% in 2018.

making progress in our efforts to recruit people in
underrepresented groups in the United States at Splunk.
The percentage of employees in underrepresented
groups hired together as a whole is improving. While the
total number of employees hired from underrepresented
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Gender (Global)

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Asian

30.8%

28.8%

Black

Women

5.1%
LatinX

4.8%

71.2%
Men

Multiracial

3.1%

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.6%
White

55.6%

The percentage of hired employees identifying as multiracial
increased incrementally year-over-year from 2.4% in 2018 to
3.1% in 2019. Multiracial employees represented 5.7% of
leadership new hires in 2019, compared to 1.1% in 2018.

Overall hires

In 2019, the percentage of Native American and Pacific Islander
employees hired decreased to 0.6% from 0.8% in 2018.

Gender (Global)

Technical employees: We have seen a steady increase in
the hiring of Asian and multiracial employees. The hiring rate for
technical women has decreased slightly from 21.7% in 2018 to
21.3% in 2019.

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Asian

28.6%
Women

33.3%
Black

4.8%
LatinX

71.4%
Men

2.9%
Multiracial

5.7%

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.0%
White

53.3%
Leadership hires
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Gender (Global)

Race/Ethnicity

Gender (Global)

(U.S.)

Asian

17.6%

23.9%
Women

Race/Ethnicity

31.9%
Women

7.2%

2.9%
LatinX

0.0%

Men

68.1%
Men

4.4%

3.5%

Native American
or Pacific Islander

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.0%

0.9%
White

White

65.2%

75.0%
People manager hires

Race/Ethnicity

LatinX

5.3%
Multiracial

Multiracial

Gender (Global)

Asian

18.0%
Black

Black

76.1%

(U.S.)

Non-technical hires

(U.S.)

21.3%
Women

Asian

54.9%
Black

1.2%
78.7%
Men

LatinX

3.7%
Multiracial

2.5%

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.0%
White

37.7%
Technical hires
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Gender (Global)
Women

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Asian

Men

10.0% 20.8%
Women

2.0%
Women

1.5%
Women

Intersectional hiring
We broke down intersectional hiring data that crossreferenced gender and race data. Overall, hiring within
underrepresented groups continued to improve in 2019
for both men and women, which can largely be attributed
to a dedicated leadership team and creative, data-driven
recruiting strategies.

While overall we’re proud of our accomplishments, we
recognize that this is a long-term journey.
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5.1%
LatinX

Men

4.8%

3.3%

Multiracial

Men

1.0%

2.1%

3.1%

Women

Men

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.3%

0.3%

Women

Men

0.6%
White

16.3% 39.2%

55.6%

Intersectional overall hires

Women

8.6%
Women

1.0%
Women

1.0%
Women

In leadership roles, the number of women hired who identified
as African American/Black or multiracial increased year-overyear. And in management positions, multiracial women hired
also increased from the previous year.

Black

Men

3.1%

Gender (Global)

For African American/Black and Latinx, of the 5.1% of new
hires who are African American/Black, women represented
nearly half, at 2%, up from 1.5% in 2018. Of the 4.8% of new
hires who are Latinx, 1.5%, or about one-third, were women.
Similarly, one-third of new hires identifying as multiracial are
women (comprising 1% of the 3.1% total).

30.8%

1.0%

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Men

Asian

Men

Black

Men

LatinX

Men

Multiracial

24.8%
3.8%
1.9%
4.8%

33.3%
4.8%
2.9%
5.7%

0.0%

0.0%

Men

Native American
or Pacific Islander

Women

Men

White

Women

19.0% 34.3%

0.0%

53.3%

Intersectional leadership hires
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Gender (Global)
Women

2.9%
Women

0.0%
Women

0.0%
Women

Race/Ethnicity

Gender (Global)

(U.S.)

Asian

Men

17.6%

14.7%

Black

Men

2.9%

2.9%

LatinX

Men

0.0%

0.0%

Multiracial

Men

Women

7.6%
Women

2.9%
Women

2.1%
Women

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Men

10.4%
Men

4.3%
Men

3.2%
Men

Asian

18.0%
Black

7.2%
LatinX

5.3%
Multiracial

1.5%

2.9%

4.4%

1.5%

2.0%

3.5%

Women

Men

Native American
or Pacific Islander

Women

Men

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Women

Men

White

22.1% 52.9%

75.0%

Intersectional people manager hires

Gender (Global)
Women

Race/Ethnicity

Women

Women

0.2%
Women

0.2%
Women

Men

1.0%
Men

3.5%
Men

7.5%

Black

1.2%
LatinX

3.7%
Multiracial

Native American
or Pacific Islander

Men

White

65.2%

Asian

Men

Women

Men

54.9%

2.5%

0.0%

Women

21.0% 44.1%

0.9%

Intersectional non-technical hires

2.2%

0.0%

0.5%

(U.S.)

Men

14.5% 40.4%
0.2%

0.4%

30.2%

0.0%
White

37.7%

Intersectional technical hires:
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Workforce
Representation
Overall, the representation of women and employees in
underrepresented groups in 2019 rose, an indication that we’re
making progress in our efforts to increase the diversity of our
workforce. In particular, we’ve made significant progress with both
of these groups in leadership and management positions.

Women: Globally, total workforce representation of employees
who identify as female has steadily increased over the last several
years in all areas. In 2019, women constituted 27.7% of the total
Splunk workforce, which has steadily climbed in recent years
from 25.3% in 2017 and 27% in 2018. We’re also happy that global
workforce representation of women in leadership roles rose to
26.9%, up from the previous year’s 25.1%. Representation of
women in management positions also increased to 28.6%
from 25.7%.

Underrepresented Groups: Our efforts to broaden
diversity in our recruiting practices resulted in steady increases
in representation of underrepresented groups, according to our
U.S. data. The percentage of employees from underrepresented
groups increased to 12.1% in 2019 from 11.3% in 2018. Workforce
representation of African American/Black employees rose to

2019-2020 Diversity and Inclusion Annual Report
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3.6% from 3% in 2018. Latinx representation increased to 4.8%
in 2019 from 4.6% in 2018, and the percentage of employees
identifying as multiracial also rose slightly to 3.2% in 2019 from 3.1%
in 2018. Native American and Pacific Islanders representation held
steady at 0.6% year-over-year.
For employees in underrepresented groups, we also saw yearover-year increases in leadership roles. In leadership, African
American/Black representation rose from 0.3% in 2018 to 1.6% in
2019. Representation of multiracial employees increased in those
roles from 3.3% in 2018 to 4.3% in 2019, while Native American
and Pacific Islanders employees increased in leadership positions
to 0.2% in 2019. However the percentage of Latinx employees in
leadership positions fell from 5% in 2018 to 3.8% in 2019.

Gender (Global)

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Asian

26.9%

27.7%

Black

Women

3.6%
LatinX

4.8%

72.3%
Men

Multiracial

3.2%

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.6%
White

60.9%
Overall representation

Technical Employees: The representation of women in
technical roles has increased steadily to 19.6% from 18.7%
in 2018 and 16.1% in 2017. However progress for people in
underrepresented groups in technical roles is mixed: Latinx
representation is up from 2.9% to 3.1%, while African American/
Black representation is down from 2.1% to 1.9%, and multiracial
representation is down from 2.7% to 2.5%.
Overall, increased representation of women and members of
underrepresented groups is the result of strategic recruitment and
retention efforts to further build out diversity at Splunk. It’s inspiring
to see our hard work across the organization pay off with meaningful
progress. However, we also want to see year-over-year increases
for employees in all underrepresented groups in leadership, as
well as in management and technical roles. As we look to increase
representation in specific areas, we recognize that our work is
far from over.
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Gender (Global)

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Asian

26.9%
Women

27.1%
Black

1.6%
LatinX

73.1%
Men

3.8%
Multiracial

4.3%

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.2%
White

63.0%
Leadership workforce representation
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Gender (Global)

Race/Ethnicity

Gender (Global)

(U.S.)

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Asian

Asian

21.7%

28.6%

Black

Women

31.3%
Women

LatinX

71.4%
Men

68.7%
Men

Multiracial

Multiracial

3.5%

Native American
or Pacific Islander

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.8%
White

White

69.3%

67.8%
People manager workforce representation

Race/Ethnicity

LatinX

5.6%

4.0%
0.3%

Gender (Global)

Black

4.4%

1.8%
4.3%

16.3%

Non-technical workforce representation

(U.S.)

19.6%
Women

Asian

48.1%
Black

1.9%
80.4%
Men

LatinX

3.1%
Multiracial

2.5%

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.2%
White

44.2%
Technical workforce representation
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Gender (Global)
Women

9.7%
Women

1.2%
Women

1.9%
Women

Intersectional workforce
representation
New in 2019 is our intersectional workforce representation.
Our intersectional workforce data for women and men in
underrepresented groups experienced small but steady
year-over-year increases. Continuing to improve the
representation of women and men in underrepresented
groups will be a priority moving forward.

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Asian

Men

26.9%

17.3%

Black

Men

3.6%

2.4%

LatinX

Men

4.8%

2.9%

Multiracial

Men

1.0%

2.3%

3.2%

Women

Men

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.3%

0.3%

Women

Men

0.6%
White

16.1% 44.8%

60.9%

Intersectional overall workforce representation

Gender (Global)
Women

8.5%
Women

0.2%
Women

1.8%
Women

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Men

18.6%
Men

1.3%
Men

2.0%
Men

Asian

27.1%
Black

1.6%
LatinX

3.8%
Multiracial

1.3%

2.9%

4.3%

Women

Men

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.0%

0.2%

Women

Men

17.0% 46.0%

0.2%
White

63.0%

Intersectional leadership workforce representation
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Gender (Global)
Women

7.6%
Women

0.4%
Women

1.8%
Women

Race/Ethnicity

Gender (Global)

(U.S.)

Asian

Men

21.7%

14.1%

Black

Men

1.8%

1.3%

LatinX

Men

4.3%

2.5%

Multiracial

Men

Women

7.9%
Women

1.7%
Women

2.7%
Women

Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)

Men

8.4%
Men

2.7%
Men

2.9%
Men

Asian

16.3%
Black

4.4%
LatinX

5.6%
Multiracial

1.3%

2.7%

4.0%

1.3%

2.3%

3.5%

Women

Men

Native American
or Pacific Islander

Women

Men

Native American
or Pacific Islander

0.1%

0.1%

Women

Men

0.3%
White

20.2% 47.5%

67.8%

Intersectional people manager workforce representation

Gender (Global)
Women

Race/Ethnicity

Women

Women

0.3%
Women

0.3%
Women

Men

1.7%
Men

2.8%
Men

6.0%

Black

1.9%
LatinX

3.1%
Multiracial

Native American
or Pacific Islander

Men

White

69.3%

Asian

Men

Women

Men

48.1%

2.5%

0.2%

Women

21.2% 48.1%

0.8%

Intersectional non-technical workforce representation

2.2%

0.0%

0.3%

(U.S.)

Men

13.2% 35.0%
0.2%

0.5%

38.2%

0.2%
White

44.2%

Intersectional technical workforce representation
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Gender

Overall Global
Attrition=100

Women

100
Men

Retention
To evaluate overall retention, we compared the retention rate
of each group to the company average and set the average
to an index of 100. Globally, retention rates for men and
women were equal in 2019. However we are disappointed
that attrition for Black, Latinx, and White employees is above
the company average. We will dive into areas where we
have room for improvement in retaining teammates from
underrepresented groups. This will help us find effective
ways to create stronger communities for all Splunkers.

100
Race/Ethnicity

(U.S.)
Overall U.S.
Attrition=100

Asian

87

Black

128
LatinX

107
Multiracial

70

Native American
or Pacific Islander

83

White

105
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A Million Data Points
Diversity is far more than just gender and ethnicity
— we know that Splunkers are also immigrants,
LGBTQ+ and veterans. They’re parents, spouses,
musicians, athletes, travelers, artists and activists.
Each Splunker is unique and brings value to the table
that can’t be replicated.
Our company-wide effort, A Million Data Points,
speaks powerfully to this holistic, multi-dimensional
approach to diversity, illuminating cultural heritage,
intersectionality, experiences and all the unique
qualities and talents that each Splunker possesses.
Fostering a Million Data Points culture empowers
each of us to bring our whole selves to work every
day and ensures that we’ll continue to grow and
thrive — both as individuals and as an organization.
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Veterans
We are proud to employ Splunkers from all walks of
life. This includes our veterans, who bring to Splunk a
wealth of experience and new perspectives gained from
serving their country. Overall workforce representation
of veterans in the United States was 3.7% in 2019, and
we’ve seen increases in the overall number of veterans
within our fast-growing workforce.

2019-2020 Diversity and Inclusion Annual Report
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Highlights From Splunkers Around the World

Dapo Ogunde
Manager, Digital Sales
London, United Kingdom

Before Dapo joined Splunk, he was considering leaving
the tech industry. While he was still passionate about
technology and loved the fast-paced nature of it, he was
starting to think he might explore career options that
aligned with his other passion, travel.
Luckily for Splunk, Dapo reconsidered after receiving a
LinkedIn Inmail from one of our recruiters. He says, “The
Inmail was really warm, she had obviously taken the time
to read my profile thoroughly and tailored a really personal
message to me. Her Inmail piqued my interest and I was
intrigued by the role, so I followed up with her. I also
knew someone who worked at Splunk from a previous
internship, so it added to my interest in Splunk.”
It was only a short time later that Dapo joined Splunk, in
August of 2017, on the EMEA Sales Development Team.
“I was hired by a passionate manager. There have been
challenging times, but my manager always believes in me
and my abilities.” Dapo was quickly promoted and was
tasked with building the EMEA Demand Generation, Sales
Development Representative Team.
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Representation at work is very important to Dapo: “I’m
proud to have built a team with people from diverse
backgrounds beyond race and gender. This allows us to
create an environment where each person can identify
with others and where we have the opportunity to be
great.” Dapo is also part of the Black Employees and
Mentors employee resource group, which partners with
Splunk’s D&I and HR teams to increase representation
of Black employees. He adds, “It’s special that I can be a
part of this effort, as I haven’t seen the representation of
people who look like me across the tech industry.”
Dapo says the best thing about his time at Splunk has been
the culture. “Splunk has created an amazing environment
— and it’s not just the superficial stuff, like our awesome
new office in London or the free lunch. It is the people and
the culture. Splunkers are open with each other, they’re
authentic, and they want to help you. The culture here
has been great — more than anywhere else I’ve worked.
Splunkers are driven, clever and cool — and I just feed off
of that energy.”
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Highlights From Splunkers Around the World

Tarandeep Kaur
Sr. Site Reliability Engineer
Sydney, Australia

Before Tarandeep (or Tara, as she is known in the Sydney
office) was a Splunker, she was a Splunk user. “I always
wondered, ‘What’s the magic behind Splunk?’ and what
would it be like to work there?” Then while in San Jose for
a conference, she found the Splunk office and had her
photo taken in front of it. “I remember thinking to myself, ‘I
am going to work there one day!’” she says.
In a leap of faith, Tara made the decision to move from
India to Australia to follow her dream. Although she
was the first in her family to leave India, they were very
supportive of her desire to emigrate. Her religion also
played a significant role in this new direction.
“I was raised Sikh. My religion has really guided me in
my journey,” she says, adding that the Sikh faith includes
looking after people. “I always wanted to be a teacher
growing up. I love helping others — especially in helping
others learn.”

2019-2020 Diversity and Inclusion Annual Report

This same philosophy has carried over in her role as a tech
lead — she always checks in with her team and solicits
input from the quieter members. “I try to make people
more comfortable being themselves,” she says.
Now, two and a half years after her move, Tara’s million
data points include being a proud woman in technology
at Splunk and a member of Splunk’s Womxn+ ERG. The
connection and community she found and cherishes
in the ERG also inspired her to start a local chapter for
Australian/APAC team members.
“I am really proud of my journey,” she says. “I have come
a long way — I started from nothing when I arrived in
Australia, and now, I have everything I could ever want.”
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Highlights From Splunkers Around the World

Katy Mann

Pamela Sotnick

Area Vice President,
Federal Civilian Agencies
McLean, United States

Regional Sales Manager
McLean, United States

Hewlett and Packard, Gayle and Oprah, Ben and Jerry
— all great business partnerships — but have you heard
of Mann and Sotnick? For working parents and other
family caregivers, finding a sustainable work-life balance
can often seem completely out of reach — unless they
have flexible work schedules. Katy Mann, Sales Area Vice
President, and Pamela Sotnick, Regional Sales Manager, are
two Splunkers who found a creative solution to make work
work for them.
This dynamic duo worked as a pair for 15 years. They
split the work week, and equally divided customer
responsibilities, enabling them to pursue their careers while
freeing up time to spend with their families when their kids
were younger.

Flexible working is one creative option for companies
that seek to retain workforce; Splunk benefits from
re-energized employees, lower attrition and higher
employee job satisfaction. Plus, new kinds of collaboration
and teamwork lead to a more diverse pool of ideas — the
fuel for innovation.
Now that the kids are in college, Katy and Pam have gone
back to working full time and continue to kill it! Katy moved
into sales management and was just promoted to Area Vice
President. They head up an all-female team, selling Splunk
software to the public sector and driving exceptional
customer experiences.

Watch Katy and Pamela’s .conf19 presentation
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Employee Resource Groups (ERGs)
At Splunk, we’re continually building upon and expanding
a diverse and inclusive ecosystem. Our inclusive culture
is cultivated and nurtured most beautifully through
employee resource groups (ERGs). We are excited that
we now have nine employee-run groups (up from six last
year) offering Splunkers a voice, support, community and
connection. It’s not surprising, then, that in our internal May
2019 Speak Up Splunk Survey, 87% of respondents rated
D&I as the highest engagement factor at Splunk, 83% said
that they feel like they belong at Splunk, and 84% said that
they can be their authentic selves — all above industry
benchmarks. Below is a list of our ERGs.
Black Employees and Mentors@Splunk
Black Employees and Mentors@Splunk (BEAMs) strives to
be a strategic partner with Splunk’s Diversity & Inclusion
team to increase the number of Black employees and
mentors at Splunk by creating access to leadership
programs and management roles for Black employees
within Splunk, developing and retaining more Black
employees at Splunk, and create a broader community of
allies for BEAMs at Splunk.
Somos@Splunk
Somos is an active, culturally tailored community that
focuses on the advancement and enrichment of the
Latinx and Hispanic familia at Splunk. Somos invests in
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connection and communal gatherings by reaching out to
the extended familia in and outside of the tech community.
The team elevates the advancement, mentorship and
representation of the Latinx and Hispanic familia at Splunk.
Pilipinx@Splunk
Pilipinx@Splunk seeks to build an inclusive environment
and broaden diversity by improving the representation and
retention of the Pilipinx community at Splunk. The group
aims to support Pilipinx full-time employees and interns,
build a sense of community and belonging at Splunk,
educate Splunkers about Pilipinx culture, and promote
Splunk presence among local Pilipinx communities.
Natives@Splunk
Natives@Splunk includes Splunkers who identify as
Native American, American Indian, and/or First Nations
citizens, and allies, to improve and expand Indigenous
recruitment, representation and awareness at Splunk.
The group aims to increase the number of Indigenous
community members working at Splunk through focused
recruiting and outreach to tribal communities. The group
also promotes awareness and support for local and
national issues that affect Native Americans at Splunk.
They also aim to expand Splunk training and educational
opportunities for tribal members through Splunk for
Good while promoting Splunk presence within tribal
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communities, native organizations and native-owned
business partners.
Womxn +@Splunk
Womxn + is designed to foster, empower and grow a
diverse womxn-led community that collaborates and
elevates one another to advance gender equality and
intersectional advocacy. The group’s strategy is to create
opportunities for conversation and community-building
through events, allyship programs, career development and
industry thought leadership.
Pride@Splunk
Pride@Splunk creates inclusive spaces for LGBTQ+ people
to gather and celebrate their diversity by advocating
for and with queer Splunkers in their career and their
personal growth. The group partners with HR to review
company-wide policies for sexual/gender inclusion,
provides educational and social opportunities to the Splunk
community to learn about LGBTQ+ topics, and encourages
the community to support queer Splunkers.
Disabled=*True@Splunk
Disabled=*True@Splunk works to create an inclusive and
accessible environment for current and future Splunkers
who are disabled, suffer from chronic illness or pain, or
identify as having physical concerns that accessibility
or disability activism can help with. The group provides
safe spaces for disabled Splunkers to support each other,
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whether through closed or open communities. The group
works with allies to educate abled people on issues that
affect disabled people, engage in outreach to disabled
communities to attract talent, and create accessible
spaces to retain and attract employees.
Neurodiversity@Splunk
Neurodiversity recognizes that everyone comes to
the table with variations in the way they think and
feel — from mood to the ways we learn, socialize, pay
attention, and experience other mental functions. The
group provides voice, visibility, support and community
for Splunk employees experiencing a diverse array of
neurodevelopmental and mental health conditions or
caring for a family member or friend experiencing those
conditions. Group activities address shared struggles and
experiences and how to support and connect with others.
Veterans@Splunk
Veterans@Splunk is comprised of former service members
and is dedicated to expanding diversity at Splunk by
recognizing and amplifying the advantages veterans bring
to our business and culture, attracting more veterans to
roles within the company, developing initiatives to retain
and develop veterans at all levels, and bringing positive
attention to the benefits of diversity at Splunk.
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Growing and
Supporting Our
Communities
At Splunk, we have an incredible opportunity to
engage our partners and customers in initiatives that
champion and expand upon a culture of diversity
and inclusion. From programs that provide Splunk
software to veterans and active military, to the global
partner network that helps provide new career
opportunities for diverse communities, we aim to help
create positive change in the communities where
we live and work.
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Through our Splunk for Good program, Splunk works to inspire
action and create opportunity through people, partners and
data. And through our deep partnerships, we seek to transform
the connective power of data into a strategic asset for
communities and people working to do good in the world.

Creating opportunities
Through a global network of hundreds of universities,
community colleges and workforce partners, Splunk works to
help provide access to new careers in technology with skills
development and training — promoting a new generation of
diverse talent. We are committed to creating new opportunities
through deep partnerships with workforce initiatives globally.
• Year Up connects under-served young adults with companies
who need their talent, offers Splunk training and works closely
with our teams to identify career opportunities — both inside
Splunk and with a range of our customers and partners.
• Upwardly Global is working to eliminate employment barriers
for skilled immigrants and refugees, providing free Splunk
training to position under-served communities for new career
opportunities in technology.
• Leading veterans organizations such as the Wounded
Warrior Project, WithYouWithMe Academy and VetsinTech all
work with Splunk to provide free access to Splunk training
for all veterans and former service members, enabling nextgeneration technology-based careers.

Inspiring action
Splunk works in diverse communities
around the world to help support nonprofit
organizations of all sizes in areas such
as disaster response and humanitarian
assistance, counter-human trafficking,
hunger prevention and sustainable
development. We partner closely to
develop data-driven solutions that
move the mission forward.
• NetHope works with Splunk to
help provide safe, secure and
reliable connectivity to refugees
and displaced populations.
• Habitat for Humanity has helped
Splunk mobilize thousands of
employees to build mixed-income
housing, restore structures and
beautify communities around
the world.
• Global Emancipation Network works
with Splunk and our partners to develop
tools to combat modern slavery and
human trafficking in global communities.

• Hidden Genius Project is an initiative to educate and mentor
young Black men in technology, entrepreneurship and
leadership skills for next-generation technology opportunities.
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Recent highlights
We advanced these efforts in a variety of ways.
• Increased community technology contributions by 45 percent
to more than $46.4 million in software and services through our
Splunk Pledge program.
• Expanded workforce training programs for refugee communities,
opportunity youth and military veterans to include more than
11,400 program participants. Through high-value partnerships,
we have continued to expand access to promising new career
opportunities with our growing ecosystem of partners, customers
and users.
• Launched a $50 million Social Impact Fund to accelerate growth
of commercially viable companies and funds that are helping
transform data into business value and contribute to workforce
development, sustainability, equality, health, safety or other
positive social impact.
• Expanded partnerships and projects to include wildfire detection,
child safety, conservation, and battling the opioid epidemic.
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Our Values Are at the Heart
Of Everything We Do
Our commitment to diversity and inclusion is central to our core
values. We could not be innovative, passionate, disruptive, open
and fun if we did not embrace each person’s unique individual value
— their Million Data Points — and the communities that matter to
them. This commitment is an integral part of our D&I strategy.
That’s why we regularly review our diversity data. Learning from this data
and continuing to improve is critical to our long-term success. We hope to
continue to be a place where everyone can be themselves and reach their
full potential in a safe place where all voices can be heard. In short, we
want to continue to make Splunk a great and inclusive place to work.
Diversity powers innovation. It provides the framework that gives rise to
ideas, helps us grow as a company and sustains our competitive edge.
As the technology industry becomes increasingly more competitive
and data-driven, we are certain that the organizations that will be most
successful will be the ones that foster a diverse and inclusive workforce.
We hope to establish Splunk at the forefront of a culture of diversity
and inclusion, and we’re looking forward to continuing to share data
underlining our strong commitment.
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Methodology
Underscoring our commitment to openness as a company
value, we were able to capture and provide more D&I data than
ever. In this report, we provide Splunk’s own data, comparing
year-over-year increases or decreases in multiple categories,
including but not limited to gender, ethnicity and race, that
allow us to determine our progress and see where we want
to improve. In this report, we cover our fiscal year of February
1 through January 31*. All race and ethnicity data applies to
U.S.-based employees only, while gender data is from Splunk
employees around the world. Race categories include African
American/Black, Asian, Hispanic or Latinx, Native American
and Pacific Islander, White and multiracial (two or more races).
Data is based on self-identification data only, and we’ve
rounded each data label to the nearest tenth of a point.
• In this report, we distinguish between hiring, overall
workforce representation and retention in separate sections.
• Underrepresented groups in the U.S. technology industry are
defined as Black, Hispanic or Latinx, Native American and
Pacific Islander, and multiracial people. Race/Ethnicity data
refers to the EEO-1 race/ethnicity categories established by
the U.S. government.
• Technical is defined as engineering, design, product, QA, data
analytics, information technology and some consulting roles.

*In this report, 2019 refers to February 1, 2019 to January 31, 2020. 2018 refers to February 1,
2018 to January 31, 2019. 2017 refers to February 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018.
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• Non-technical is defined as all employees who are not
considered technical.
• People manager is defined as employees who have at least
one full-time direct report.
• Leadership is defined as director or principal level or above;
to be more aligned with industry definitions, we’ve redefined
“leadership” since last year where leadership was defined as
VP and above. When we report on leadership trends above,
we’re comparing director and above year-over-year.
• If current employees who chose not to disclose their EEO
demographic information elect to do so in the future, this will
change our historical representation figures.**
• To evaluate retention, we compared the retention rate of
each group to the company average and set the average to
an index of 100.
Our most recent Federal Employer Information Report EEO-1,
representing Splunk employees as of Dec. 31, 2018, is publicly
available here. However, we believe the information we share
in our Diversity Annual Report more accurately represents our
year-over-year progress, while providing a more holistic picture
of our culture of diversity and inclusion.
Download the UK Gender Pay Gap Report here.

**0.2% of employees globally have declined to disclose their gender. 14.6% of employees in the
U.S. have declined to disclose their race/ethnicity.
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